Dividing Up the Sandbox: Recent Actions and Public Statements Demonstrate How the SEC and CFTC Are Dividing up the Cryptocurrency and Crypto-Token Enforcement Landscape

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Following testimony February 6th before the U.S. Senate, as well as a series of recent enforcement actions, it is clear that both the SEC and CFTC are picking up steam in their efforts to command a presence in the fast-developing world of virtual currencies.

Testifying before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs, the Chairs of both the SEC and the CFTC described cooperation among their agencies and other federal financial regulators as they sort through how existing jurisdictional lines and enforcement authority apply to cryptocurrencies, cryptocurrency exchanges, initial coin offerings, and other aspects of virtual currencies. CFTC Chairman Christopher Giancarlo described a newly-formed working group in which regulators have discussed the scope of their respective jurisdictions. SEC Chairman Jay Clayton referenced ongoing consultation with fellow regulators concerning whether additional regulation is needed to bolster federal oversight of the virtual currency marketplace.

Both Giancarlo and Clayton also pointed to recent enforcement actions by their respective agencies as deterrents to those who might attempt to circumvent securities laws or to defraud investors caught up in the current heightened interest in virtual currencies and blockchain technology.

In one such recent case, on January 30, 2018, the SEC announced an emergency asset freeze and appointment of a receiver against AriseBank and related parties in connection with an unregistered initial coin offering (“ICO”) purported to have raised more than $600 million. In addition to the unregistered sale of securities, the SEC alleged numerous fraudulent misstatements by AriseBank’s promoters. If initial reports are confirmed, this would be the largest cryptocurrency enforcement action to date by either the SEC or CFTC.

This significant enforcement action comes at the end of a two-month period in which the SEC and CFTC both were very active in bringing enforcement...
actions. This recent activity, when coupled with recent statements by the two Commission’s Chairmen and other senior staff, presage continuing aggressive enforcement in this area as federal regulators further define their respective roles. As the Commissions distinguish between their roles, the SEC and CFTC Chairmen’s remarks have generally separated digital assets into two overarching regulatory categories – cryptocurrencies (or virtual currencies), which capture Bitcoin and other mediums of exchange most readily analogized to traditional currencies, and crypto-tokens, which regulators use to discuss coins and tokens sold in ICOs. Indeed, this jurisdictional dividing line has played out in each Commission’s enforcement actions, with the SEC generally focusing on unregistered ICOs based on fraudulent claims, and the CFTC focusing on fraudulent schemes involving Bitcoin or other virtual currencies.

While recent enforcement actions evidence each Commission’s attempt to separate jurisdiction over the different forms of cryptocurrencies and crypto-tokens, the underlying conduct in several of these actions is very similar, with the primary distinguishing factor being whether the defendants were marketing a virtual currency or crypto-token. The CFTC’s recent enforcement action against My Big Coin, Inc. is one such example, in that the underlying conduct in that matter was very similar to recent enforcement actions by the SEC. Expect aggressive enforcement by both Commissions to continue while each seeks to establish their respective jurisdictional roles.2

THE SEC

The SEC has jurisdiction over key participants in the securities markets, including those engaged in issuing, buying, and selling securities. A threshold requirement for SEC jurisdiction is the existence of a “security.” Under one important definition, a security is an investment of money in a common enterprise with an expectation of profits solely from the efforts of others.3 Although the SEC has not asserted that Bitcoin or any other cryptocurrency is a security, it has stated that crypto-tokens sold in ICOs frequently are investment contracts and therefore fall within the definition of a security. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are generally described as digital stores of value meant to facilitate exchange on a universal scale, like U.S. dollars or Euros, without sovereign backing.4 In contrast, crypto-tokens from ICOs are generally digital tokens sold to raise funds for a private enterprise or development of a blockchain-based ecosystem and meant to have a more limited scope of commercial use.5 The SEC’s recent enforcement efforts have been focused on ICOs that the Commission classifies as unregistered securities offerings, especially cases alleging fraudulent misstatements and omissions to investors.

SEC GUIDANCE

Recent comments from SEC Chairman Jay Clayton have emphasized that unregistered ICOs that do not comply with exemptions from registration requirements specifically, are a key area of enforcement interest for the Commission.6 In an exchange during his Senate testimony, Chairman Clayton emphasized the fact that, to date, no ICO has been registered with the SEC. He further stated that every ICO that he has evaluated has resulted in the sale of securities. Chairman Clayton added that he believes the SEC has been clear on what it believes the law is in this area and that the SEC relies on gatekeepers, such as lawyers who help arrange ICOs and related disclosures, to appropriately counsel their clients regarding when federal securities laws apply.7

The Commission’s momentum in this area began to build last summer after it issued a 21A report concluding that crypto-tokens known as “DAO tokens” were securities.8 In September 2017, the SEC launched a new Cyber Unit to focus its regulatory and enforcement efforts in this area.9 As the SEC brought additional enforcement actions in December 2017, Chairman Clayton issued a public statement warning investors and market professionals about cryptocurrencies and ICOs.10 Notably, in this public statement, Chairman Clayton acknowledged that the CFTC has designated Bitcoin as a commodity and that the CFTC has anti-fraud and anti-manipulation authority over trading of Bitcoin. This statement offered a potential explanation as to how the SEC and CFTC were dividing the cryptocurrency and ICO regulatory landscape (i.e., with the SEC focusing on fraud associated with ICOs offering crypto-tokens, and
the CFTC focusing on fraud associated with virtual currencies). Chairman Clayton has emphasized that the SEC is focused on unregistered ICOs and does not claim direct regulatory authority over Bitcoin or other prominent cryptocurrencies.

SEC CRYPTOCURRENCY ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

The SEC’s recent emergency action against AriseBank highlights some consistent themes in the SEC’s recent enforcement in this developing area – actions against fraudulent, unregistered ICOs. In its September 2017 action against REcoin Group Foundation, LLC, the SEC alleged that defendants made false statements in connection with the unregistered sale of two classes of crypto-tokens purportedly linked to investments in real estate and in diamonds, respectively. In the SEC’s action against PlexCorps in December 2017, the Commission alleged false statements by “a recidivist securities law violator” in connection with an unregistered ICO for PlexCoin tokens.

The SEC’s emergency action against AriseBank’s ICO continues these themes. The defendants were allegedly promoting a token, AriseCoin, to help create what they advertised as a “decentralized” bank. According to the SEC’s complaint, AriseBank claimed that it would employ an automated trading system to generate profits for customers using the money in their accounts. The defendants allegedly announced acquisition of an FDIC-insured bank and an agreement to issue a widely-accepted credit card. According to the Commission, these claims were all fraudulent.

THE CFTC

The CFTC also has regulatory jurisdiction over some parts of the cryptocurrency marketplace. Over some markets – commodity futures, commodity options, and swaps – the CFTC has broad authority. The CFTC has more narrow anti-fraud and anti-manipulation authority over commodity spot transactions and forward markets. At the Senate Banking Committee hearing, Chairman Giancarlo emphasized that the CFTC has no regulatory authority over spot transactions that take place on cryptocurrency exchanges, and that these exchanges are not subject to the important custody, capital, and cybersecurity requirements that apply to CFTC-regulated platforms. The Commodities Exchange Act defines a commodity as “all services, rights, and interests . . . in which contracts for future delivery are presently or in the future dealt in.” The CFTC first determined that Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies were commodities in the Coinflip enforcement action in 2015. This interpretation permitted the CFTC to bring enforcement actions alleging fraud or manipulation in connection with the purchase or sale of Bitcoin.

CFTC GUIDANCE

Recently, CFTC Chairman Giancarlo joined with SEC Chairman Clayton in a Wall Street Journal Op-Ed about the promise of distributed ledger technology, the current threats in the virtual currency marketplace, and the importance of the investor protection schemes created by the two Commissions. They argued that investor protection regulations do not hamper innovation – they ensure a fair marketplace so that the most innovative companies can thrive.

Chairman Giancarlo also spoke at length at a recent ABA conference, explaining the CFTC’s role in regulating Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. He articulated the CFTC’s responsibility to bring enforcement actions in order to prevent “fraud, abuse, manipulation or false solicitation in markets for cryptocurrency derivatives and underlying spot trading.” Beyond enforcement, he also highlighted the CFTC’s role in coordinating with the SEC and other regulators and its role in educating the public. In his Senate testimony, Chairman Giancarlo said the CFTC has undertaken more extensive investor education efforts for virtual currencies than it has with any other asset class.
CFTC Cryptocurrency Enforcement Actions

In the last six months, the CFTC’s has brought three cryptocurrency enforcement cases that have targeted alleged Ponzi schemes with some connection to the purchase or sale of Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies.27 The CFTC has generally not brought enforcement actions against ICOs, although one recent action may come closer to this line.28

On January 16, 2018, the CFTC brought suit against My Big Coin Pay, Inc. in connection with the company’s marketing of a virtual currency called My Big Coin (“MBC”).29 According to the CFTC, the defendants marketed MBC as an easy-to-use cryptocurrency and falsely claimed MBC was backed by gold so that customers would believe it was safe to purchase. Defendants also allegedly claimed that MBC was trading on multiple exchanges, which the CFTC alleges was not true. The CFTC alleged that the defendants reported arbitrary, unilateral increases or decreases in the price of MBC on their website, but no actual trading of MBC ever took place and that users had no way of withdrawing MBC from the defendant’s website. According to the complaint, MBC did not exist on a blockchain as Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies do; MBC existed only on the defendants’ website.

This case shows the difficulty regulators such as the CFTC and SEC face as they try to apply traditional definitions of “commodity” and “security” (which as a general matter, give each Commission its enforcement jurisdiction) to cryptocurrency and crypto-token related products and events. In bringing this case against My Big Coin Pay, Inc., it appears that the CFTC has reasoned that the definition of commodities under the Commodities Exchange Act covers all virtual currencies, and not just specific virtual currencies traded in (or likely to be traded in) futures contracts. This interpretation appears significant to the CFTC’s jurisdiction because it seems unlikely that the virtual currency in this case, MBC, would ever have been the subject of contracts for future delivery, in part because there were few buyers and MBC did not actually exist as a virtual currency.

In fact, the CFTC’s action against My Big Coin Pay, Inc. has very similar facts to an earlier case brought by the SEC. In SEC v. SG Ltd., the defendants operated a “fantasy investment” website where customers could deposit funds and invest them in certain “stocks” listed on the website.30 In reality, the defendants operating the website would unilaterally decide the prices of each “stock” from day-to-day. In this case and in the CFTC’s case against My Big Coin, Inc., the defendants both allegedly operated websites that took customer or investor funds and provided in return non-existent digital products with arbitrary values set by the defendants.31 On these facts, it appears that the SEC may also have had jurisdiction to bring a case against My Big Coin Pay, Inc. under the securities laws – SEC and CFTC jurisdiction is not mutually exclusive. The fact that the CFTC pursued My Big Coin Pay, Inc., rather than the SEC, is consistent with the enforcement priorities both Chairmen have announced for their Commissions.

Conclusion

Given the uptick in recent enforcement actions and public statements from each Commission’s leadership, aggressive cryptocurrency and crypto-token enforcement efforts from the SEC and CFTC are likely to continue. The SEC’s emergency action against AriseBank fits a consistent pattern of enforcement from the securities regulator, focusing on unregistered ICOs, especially those collecting substantial investor funds based on false statements and other fraud. The CFTC’s enforcement activity has focused on Ponzi schemes and similar frauds with some connection to Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies. Although the underlying facts relevant to recent enforcement actions by both regulators have prominent similarities, the jurisdictional lines being developed by the SEC and CFTC appear to be consistent.
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